
Deep Energy 
Reduction 
Renovation of 
the Golden 
Acorn Ferret 
Cabilow*,

or...

The Little Cabin 

That Could

*cabilow, n. (Eng, mod., nov.) ka’-bi-lo. A cabin with bungalow features.- 1



Can one woman in her late 50s do a deep energy
retrofit on a neglected, 80+ year old miner’s cabin
in the Colorado mountains and cut energy usage
by more than half in less than 4 years — working
mostly by herself, and on a salvage yard budget?

A.
My handicaps:  frequent migraines, 4 major surgeries
in 4 years, and not much money.

My strengths:  an abundance of creativity, optimism, 
and determination.

Energy savings for Year 4:  51%...and ultimately shooting 
for 72%!  (Nowhere near done yet!)

Q.

YES!!!
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Why Am I Doing This? (...instead of sitting around watching 
TV and knitting socks?  Besides the fact that I’m bored by TV and can’t knit...)

Primary Reason:  to Help Save the Planet.

To have any hope of keeping global warming below 2ºC, we 
need to reduce CO2 emissions 80% by 2050.  Energy use in 
the housing sector needs to come down by 50-80%.   I want 
to do my part.

Some perspective:  56 mi#ion years ago, at the end of the Paleocen$ 
Epoch, there was a temperature spike that many scientists believ$ 
%as caused by a massive CO2 - induced release of  seafloor 
methane hydrates.  Runaway feedback caused temperatures to ris$ 
5 to 9ºC in a few thousand years, and a huge mass extinctio) 
ensued.  Do we want to repeat this?
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Why Am I Doing This? (continued)

Secondary Reason:  to Make the Cabin More Comfy.  
Before any energy upgrades, we had ice dams to rival 
Upper Tahquamenon Falls, and if the heat went off, 
indoor temperatures would drop 15ºF in an hour.  
This place was drafty!

Tertiary Reason:  
to Save Some 
Bucks.

Who can’t use a few 
more greenbacks?

Ice dams the first winter.
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The Golden Acorn (still under renovation, as you can see)
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Salient features:

• Built in 1929

• 872 sq. ft., 2 bedrooms

• Occupants:  2 humans (mom & daughter), 
12 ferrets, 1 dog, and several fish

• Propane furnace (in attic), stove, hot water

• 1/2 gpm well in culvert under road by creek

• At 6,770 ft. in beautiful canyon, on 10.5 
acres adjacent to Roosevelt National Forest
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Golden Acorn 
floor plan:

West side is 
built into hill 
and provides 
passive 
geothermal 
heating/
cooling
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The Plan (general):

Make only a few modifications the first year (Cabilow Year 1 
— June ‘11 - May ‘12); mostly just monitor energy 
performance to get a baseline. (I didn’t become acquainted 
with the 1000 Home Challenge until Nov. 2013, or I’d have 
made no upgrades at all during Year 1.)

Do energy upgrades and track performance year by year, 
noting the resulting differences.  At the beginning, I had no 
specific performance goal in mind; I just wanted to make 
the energy efficiency a whole lot better.
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The Plan (more specific):

• Replace all lightbulbs with LEDs or CFLs

• Seal up cracks that are spider freeways and air leaks

• Replace windows that are single-pane or leaking (windows were a 
hodgepodge when we bought the cabin)

• Increase insulation in attic and walls

• Get solar panels

• Get new Energy Star appliances as old ones wear out

• Check into better/cheaper alternatives to old 1989 propane 
furnace before it dies in the middle of a snowstorm 9



Year 1 — May 20, 2011 - end of May 2012

 Upgrades:  replaced all lightbulbs with LEDs and CFLs on 
move-in

• Replaced 40-year-old fridge with new Energy Star model bought 
at Black Friday sale

• Added an extra foot of fiberglass to attic in January.  Along with 
the 6” that was already there, the total of 18” gives us about R-57

• Otherwise, cabin as-bought.

 Energy use:  600 gallons of propane for heat/hot water/
cooking ($1,200) and 11,627 kWh of electricity ($1,206.69);             
∑  $2,407 for 90 MMBtu.

(baseline)
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Year 2 — June 2012 - May 2013

 Upgrades:  began air sealing cracks with 
caulking and canned foam

• began insulating walls (Allison’s bedroom, 
laundry room/workshop)

• got new wood pellet stove; retired propane 
furnace (still in attic but not used)

• got solar panels
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When doing a deep energy retrofit, most people add several 
inches of foam to the exterior of the house and replace the 
siding. Instead, I added foam to the inside, for three reasons.
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Why Did I Add the Foam to the Inside of 
the Walls?

• My cedar shake siding is in good shape and would be 
very expensive to replace.  I’d like to avoid that.

• Working inside is a lot easier for me to do myself.

Three Reasons:

• When the Cabilow became a rental in the ‘70s, 
fiberglass was put inside the walls and covered on the 
interior (room) side with a black polyethylene vapor 
barrier.  Unless I gutted the walls and removed the poly 
(no, thanks!), adding vapor - impermeable rigid foam to 
the outside of the wall would create a watertight 
“sandwich” — and a recipe for mold, rot, and disaster.  
(See Joe Lstiburek: “Joni Mitchell, Water, and Walls,” buildingscience.com).
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I Kept Costs to a Minimum by Getting My 
Foam from the Salvage Yard. 

Styrofoam is expensive, polyiso even moreso.  But there’s no 
need to drop $25 for a whole 4’x8’ sheet when it won’t fit in a 
little green VW bug anyway.  At the salvage yard you can get 
scraps — good, decent-sized, mostly-clean scraps — for a buck 
or two apiece, and most of them will fit in the car without 
being cut.  Who cares if the inside of a wall is a pink-and-blue 
patchwork?  Once it’s covered with drywall and beadboard 
(another salvage-yard steal) or wallpaper, no one’ll ever know.

You also get a warm, fuzzy feeling for using recycled materials, 
which helps assuage the guilt of knowing about the high 
GWP* of those blowing agents.
*Global Warming Potential 14



Everybody Else Uses 6” of Foam.  Is That 
Much Really Necessary?

tion do the most good (cutting heat loss by close 
to 90%), and 2” styrofoam is readily available at 
the salvage yard.  It’s also the thickest layer 
that’s easy to attach without special fasteners 
and tools, and doesn’t shave too much space off 
the room.  So that’s what I decided to use. At 
R-10, when added to the 3-1/2” of fiberglass 
already in the wall cavity (but with no thermal 
bridges—I glued and nailed the styrofoam and 
new drywall right to the studs and paneling of 
the old wall), I have about an R-20 wall.  Not too 
shabby for an 86-year-old cabin that started with 
walls filled with chicken feathers and rock wool!

Rate of heat loss is 
inversely proportional to 
thickness of insulation.

Six inches is great if you have the space, but if I’d used 6” of foam inside of my 
already-small rooms, they’d have been awfully cramped by the time I was done.  
A graph of heat loss vs. thickness shows that the first couple of inches of insula- 
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Laundry room/
workshop in the 
old root cellar.  
This was just a bare 
concrete bunker 
when we moved in.  
Now styrofoam 
attached to the 
walls and ceiling is 
hidden behind 
painted beadboard 
and pegboard, 
making for a nicely 
organized, and 
much warmer, 
space.
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We retired the dinosaur in the attic in favor 
of a new, carbon-neutral wood pellet stove.

Propane is a fossil fuel—just what we don’t want to be burning.  
The second winter I turned off the furnace and bought a 
pellet insert for the fireplace. It’s EPA-certified, so it meets 
Colorado air pollution standards, the strictest in the nation.  
Wood is carbon-neutral, releasing the same amount of CO2 on 
burning as the tree absorbed    
during growth.  We burn local 
beetle-kill pine, which has to be 
culled to maintain a healthy  
ecosystem.  And the pellet stove 
provides a cozy ambience that a 
propane furnace just can’t!

A#ison with Vinsquatch & Koosh



We Got Our PV Panels on a Solar Lease 
to Minimize Upfront Costs.

• Little or no money down

• Small monthly payments (mine 
are just under $40/month)

• Fixed cost for 20 years while 
utility electric rates rise (ours has 
gone from 10.4¢ to 14.3¢/kWh in 3 
years)

• Company is responsible for 
installation and maintenance

Advantages of a solar lease:

3.84 kW roof array — pretty 
much a# we can fit.  It went liv$ 
in December 2012.
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 Energy use:  77 gallons propane* ($154); 3 tons 
wood pellets ($597); 6,038 kWh electricity ($702.93); 
5 payments of $39.30 to Solar City ($196.50). ∑ $1,651 
for 72.6 MMBtu.  Energy reduction:  19%.

Cost of Year 1’s energy usage (90 MMBtu) at Year 2 
rates:  $2,549.  Cost savings this year:  $898.

Year 2 — June 2012 - May 2013

* Propane usage for hot water & cooking during Year 2 was anomalously low, 
because the propane tank was disconnected from July to October while the new 
septic system was being excavated.  We had no hot water during that time, and all 
our cooking was in the microwave.
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 Upgrades:  continue insulation and air sealing work 
(living room, dining room, vestibule).

• Replace old single-pane and leaking windows.  Get most 
windows from the salvage yard, only buying new windows 
from Home Depot when absolutely necessary.  Leave 
double-pane windows in good shape alone.  

• Add some insulation to well pit culvert to cut down on 
heater use during winter.

Year 3 — June 2013 - May 2014
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Central A/C?  No Way,  José

We rely mainly on passive geothermal cooling (earth sheltering) 
and open-window night flushing to keep the Cabilow comfortable 
in the summer.  Make no mistake, it can get pretty hot here in the 
canyon in high summer (high 90ºs), but it stays a good 15ºF cooler 
inside the cabin.  The only A/C we have is a small window unit in 
the living room to keep the ferrets cool (set at 78º and run for a few 
hours on the hottest days); the rest of the house never gets over 
83º, which is not an uncomfortable temperature in our dry climate.  
Limiting the size and number of A/C units is important, since all 
refrigerated appliances leak a little bit sometime during their 
lifecycles, and the GWP of the refrigerant gases is so high — 
140 ≤ x ≤ 11,700 times that of CO2.  (According to the IPCC*, buildings 
contribute 1/8 to 1/3 of these “F-gas” emissions, much from A/C.)

*Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change AR5, WGIII, Chapter 9, pg. 677 & 693; www.ipcc.ch 21



What About “Creative Comfort?”

This philosophy, practiced by some laudable Spartans, entails enduring a 
wintertime indoor temperature in the 50ºs because you know it’s good for the 
planet.  While commendable, this simply doesn’t work for me.  I’m 5’5”, weigh 
about 112 lbs., and have a reptilian metabolism.  Even in my winter attire of 2 
sets of long woolen underwear plus fleece outerwear, if the temp is below the 
high 60ºs my hands stiffen up and I can neither write nor use the computer.  
When I visit a friend who keeps her house at 55º because she’s broke, I shiver 
the entire time.  The pellet stove has a programmable thermostat we set at 
70º during the day and 60º at night.  Fans in doorways distribute the heat, but 
there’s still a gradient with 68º in the kitchen and 63º in the bath. (Eventually 
we may add a solar hot air panel to the south wall of the bathroom for some 
extra heat there.)  These daytime temps are OK.  The stove rarely comes on at 
night unless it’s near zero outside; under 2 down quilts, I sleep just fine.

On the other hand, I suspect we use sufficiently less summertime A/C than 
many people do that it all comes out in the wash. 22



Side Note:  You Don’t Think Global Warming 
Is Happening?  Just Come to Boulder

17+ inches of rain fell between Sept. 11 and Sept. 15 — more than our 
usual annual total in just 5 days

Caused by a stalled front that stretched from New Mexico to Montana, 
with Boulder at the epicenter

Mudslides and washouts closed most canyon roads.  The rescue was the 
biggest airlift since Katrina

Models predict that climate change will increase the number and 
severity of  “extreme precipitation events” as temperatures rise

The Golden Acorn was just fine.

The Great Flood of 2013 — They Ca#ed it a 1,000-Year Rai)
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Year 3 —  June 2013 - May 2014

 Energy use:  80 gallons propane ($160);     
2 tons wood pellets ($458); 4,114 kWh 
electricity ($515.17); 12 payments of $39.30 to 
Solar City ($472). ∑ $1,605 for 50.2 MMBtu.  
Energy reduction:  43%.

Cost of Year 1’s energy usage (90 MMBtu) at 
Year 3 rates:  $2,653.  Cost savings this year:  
$1,048.
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Year 4 —  June 2014 - May 2015

 Upgrades:  More of the same:  insulate walls, foam cracks, replace 
windows.  This year, I replaced 5 windows with brand-new or lightly-
used salvage yard finds, including a Pella casement for $40 that sold for 
2 grand when new.  I did have to hire a carpenter to install the two big 
ones; the others I did myself.

• To save on propane, we continued turning down the temp on the water 
heater.  I also got a single-burner induction unit and new teakettle, so I 
could make my coffee more efficiently, and without using fossil fuel.

• We added yet more insulation to the well pit and had the door 
repaired, to curtail winter heater use further.

• I had 3 surgeries in 2014, so I spent a lot of time recuperating and 
didn’t get as much done on the Cabilow as I would have liked. 25



Year 4 — June 2014 - May 2015

 Energy use:  75 gallons propane ($150); 
1.82 tons wood pellets ($454.09); 2,827 kWh 
electricity ($436.57)*; 12 payments of $39.30 to 
Solar City ($472). ∑ $1,520 for 43.8 MMBtu.  
Energy reduction:  51%.

Cost of Year 1’s energy usage (90 MMBtu) at 
Year 4 rates:  $2,863.  Cost savings this 
year:  $1,343.

*When removed from the well pit after 4788 hrs, the Kill-A-Watt meter revealed that the 
well pit heater had only run for 2.98 kWh all winter.  I think we’ve got that problem solved.
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Let’s Look at Our Progress...
Here’s our energy use year by 
year, given by source (wood 
pellets, electricity, propane).  
There’s a big jump in pellets 
from Year 1 (none) to Year 2 
(when we got the stove); 
otherwise, energy use has been 
steadily declining.  There’s also 
a big drop in electricity from 
Year 1 to Year 2, partly from 
getting the solar panels, and 
partly from starting to insulate 
the well pit.  (Keeping the pipes   
from freezing in a culvert just above a 
rushing mountain stream has been a 
challenge!) 27



To Make Our Thousand-Home Goal, We Have 
to Cut Energy Use Not Quite in Half Again

ago.  This is slightly more 
lenient anyway, requiring a 
reduction to 7268 kWh/yr = 
24.8 MMBtu, a 72% reduction 
from Year 1.   That’s about a 
43% reduction compared to 
where we are now, or slightly 
less than cutting energy use in 
half again.  Can we do it?  I 
think we have a good shot!  (So  

We must use 
Option B, since 
our baseline 
year was more 
than 18 months 

far, this thing’s seriously been a piece of cake!)
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Energy Use by End Use Compared to
THC Threshold Allowance

Option B inputs: 7,722 HDD; 880 sq. ft.; 2 occupants; fossil/wood heat

(in kWh)
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Energy Use by Fuel Type Compared to 
THC Threshold Allowance  (in kWh/year)

Option B inputs: 7,722 HDD: 880 sq. ft.;2 occupants: fossil/wood heat 30



Plans for Year 5: 
• Continue insulation/air sealing work (my bedroom, sunroom).

• Keep making window insulation for winter nights: covered foam plugs for 
north/west windows, quilts for east (morning sun) windows [plugs can get too 
hot and break the window! Not that I have any experience with this!  :) ]

• Try my snow rake on the solar panels again, now that I’m feeling better.  
With a single inverter, the whole array is offline if even one panel is covered 
with snow.  (Running 13% below theoretical because of this.)

• Be better about turning off idle computers, especially overnight.

• Set up a clothesline in the back yard for use on sunny summer days to cut 
down on dryer use.

• Get more induction cookware and quit using propane burners entirely. 31



So What Has All This Cost?

• Solar lease for PV panels:  $11K

• Pellet stove, venting, installation:  $5K

• New fridge:  $400

• New windows (including installation):  $1K

• Styrofoam, fiberglass, canned foam, caulk, liquid 
nails, drywall, beadboard, misc.:  approx. $3K

∑ approx. $20K
32



However...My Upfront/Net Cost Wasn’t 
Nearly That Much
The solar lease is in payments of $40/month, so
it’s not cash-up-front                                                - $11K

Federal tax credits for:  insulation             approx. - $100
                                    windows                    “       -  $ 70

Boulder County rebate for:  pellet stove                 - $500
                                                solar panels                 - $1K

Initial cash outlay 

$20,400
 -12,670

=  $7,730
33



And Then We Figure in the Savings on Energy:

Savings on energy bills for Year 2 (vs. no retrofit): $898 
(see slide #19)

Savings Year 3: $1,048 (see slide #24)

Savings Year 4: $1,343 (see slide #26)

∑ savings in 3 years:  $3,289
So, of an initial cash outlay of $7,730,
I have so far recouped                    -3,289
Leaving me out-of-pocket      $4,441

...and with half the energy usage, and half the bills, that I had 
when I started.  I’ll be in the black in another 3 years or less.
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Now, There Are Other Ways to Do Things — 

...from The High Cost of Deep Energy Retrofits, 
greenbuildingadvisor.com, 3/2/12:

“How much does it cost to perform a deep-energy 
retrofit at a 100-year-old single-family home?  Thanks 
to a recent study in Utica, New York, we now know the 
answer:  about $100,000.”

(Or maybe not.)
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And Besides That...We’ve So Far Kept 
32.1 Tons of CO2 Out of the Air!

Year 2 savings — 523 gals propane + 5,589 kWh electricity = 7.85 metric tons CO2e*

Year 3 savings — 520 gals propane + 7,513 kWh electricity = 9.56 metric tons CO2e

Year 4 savings — 525 gals propane + 8,800 kWh electricity = 11.74 metric tons CO2e

That’s about the annual carbon footprint of two average 
Americans!  Or our two carbon footprints together for two 
years!  

∑ 29.15 metric tons =
32.07 English tons

* CO2 equivalent; CO2 calculations from carbonfootprint.com.
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Why Am I Doing This? (revisited)

I’ve already given you my three initial reasons for undertaking a deep 
energy retrofit of the Cabilow (help save the planet, increase comfort, 
save money).  While perusing the latest IPCC report the other day, I ran 
across something that reminded me that there’s actually a fourth benefit:

“The most popular instruments [for achieving climate change mitigatio) 
in the building sector]...so far have been appliance standards, public 
procurement, and leadership programmes.” * 

“Leadership programs,” I imagine, like the 1000 Home Challenge, where 
my experience may inspire others to give it a try.

*IPCC AR5 WGIII, Chapter 9, p. 718; www.ipcc.ch
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So What Are You Waiting For?

Lynne & Stringbea)
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